Student council Public speaking society PSS Organized All Pakistan
Parliamentary debate competition

The parliamentary debate segment of the JSMU Open ended yesterday with team GCU Lahore taking the Urdu
trophy and a cross team of students from LUMS Lahore and UWC Costa Rica taking the English crown.
The event was a resounding success, becoming the largest ever university level debate tournament in Karachi
and gaining praise from the entire debating circuit for impeccable punctuality and organization. The first ever
All-Pakistan level debating event in JSMU, the JSMU Open also became renowned for the quality of judging
throughout the event. The adjudication panel consisting of highly respected names, including some who had
flown in from Lahore, were more than able to satisfy all participants with their sound judgments.

The level of competition was also unprecedented with the halls of JSMU seeing some of the best debate teams
in Pakistan competing for the top prize. Students who found time to spectate the debates were awestruck by
the eloquence and standard of argumentation being presented in debate matches. Teams included speakers
from Aga Khan University (former national champions) LUMS Lahore (home to the highest ranking Pakistani
debaters in Asia and at the international level), GCU Lahore (3 time national champions in Urdu parliamentary
debating), and even some international speakers from Johns Hopkins University, London School of Economics
and UWC Costa Rica.

JSMU teams also gave a commendable performance throughout the competition, with the Urdu team going
all the way to the final in which they came third, and the English team not reaching the final but still impressing
during the preliminary rounds and managing to get wins over institutions such as AKU and LUMS Lahore.
We are proud to see that the JSMU Open has set a standard for how debating tournaments should be run. As
the curtain closed on the final and closing ceremony, participants could not stop continuously expressing their
gratitude to the organizing team and were already excited to attend the tournament again next year.The
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